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Photonic pseudo-gap-based modification of photoluminescence from CdS
nanocrystal satellites around polymer microspheres in a photonic
crystal
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We report the combination of microsphere self-organization to form a photonic crystal, providing
spectrally and angularly dependent electromagnetic structural resonances; with nanocrystal growth
in situ on microsphere surfaces, providing optical functionalization with spectral control achieved
through the quantum size effect. We demonstrate this material system using CdS nanocrystals
coating the surfaces of poly~methyl methacrylate!–poly~methacrylic acid! ~PMMA–PMAA!
micrometer spheres. Thein situ synthesis of the CdS nanocrystals on the surface of the PMMA/
PMAA microspheres preserves the propensity of the hybrid microspheres to form ordered colloid
arrays. Luminescence from surface states ensures that light is emitted at energies significantly below
the absorption edge of the emitting species. Transmission and photoluminescence measurements
reveal the interaction of the photonic stop band with photoluminescence from the nanocrystals.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1515881#
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Photonic crystals—materials whose dielectric const
exhibits a periodic modulation—inhibit electromagne
wave propagation over a band of frequencies for a partic
polarization and propagation direction relative to the crys
axes. Photonic band-gap materials may enable compac
tical integrated circuits via sharp-bend waveguides, lo
threshold laser arrays, and optical transistor action.1–4

Colloidal microspheres made up of SiO2 or polymers
may, under suitable conditions, self-organize into thr
dimensional periodic arrays,2,5–7 often adopting the face
centered-cubic lattice type. Recently, enhanced control
been demonstrated over the formation of such synth
opals, with both the placement of the crystals and the na
of their ordering being controlled by substrate patterning8

Active optical function may be achieved by introducin
materials such as semiconductors into the voids between
crospheres following photonic crystal formation. Nonline
optical and light-emitting infiltrates are of particula
interest.9–17

We present herein the optical behavior of material p
duced using a distinctive approach. Instead of infiltrati
semiconductor nanocrystals were grownin situ on the sur-
face of microspheres prior to their self-organization into
photonic crystal, achieving refined control over the quant
dot satellite orbiting each latex particle. Specifically, w
report growth of CdS nanocrystals on the surface
poly~methyl methacrylate!–poly~methacrylic acid!

a!Electronic mail: yuankun.lin@utoronto.ca
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~PMMA–PMAA! microspheres. The methods result in
high degree of control over the loading and the size of se
conductor nanocrystals within the photonic crystal. Surfa
functionalization, resulting in placement of the activ
species—semiconductor nanocrystals—at the interface
tween air and the dielectric, can be expected to provide c
parable overlap with the active species of Bloch modes
sociated with the air band and the dielectric band.

We report herein optical studies that seek to uncover
interaction of a photonic stop band with photoluminescen
from deep surface states of CdS nanocrystals at
dielectric–air interface. Luminescence from surface sta
ensures that light is emitted at energies significantly be
the absorption edge of the emitting species.

The details ofin situ synthesis of CdS-doped PMMA–
PMAA microspheres have been reported elsewhere.18 In
summary, the surface carboxyl group of PMMA–PMAA m
crobeads was deprotonated at apH58.5. Then, Cd21 was
added and attached onto the surface of the microbead
virtue of the strong affinity between Cd21 and the carboxyl
group. Following this ion-exchange process, Na2S was intro-
duced to the dispersion. The color of the dispersion beca
yellow, indicating the formation of CdS nanocrystals. No s
bilizer was needed. The average size of the CdS nanocry
was measured, using transmission electron microscopy, t
about 6 nm.18

Optical absorption of the monodispersed colloidal s
pension of CdS–nanocrystal-coated PMMA–PMAA micr
spheres was measured using a Cary 500 spectrophotom
Photoluminescence~PL! measurements were acquired usi
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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a PTI spectrofluorometer excited using a HeCd laser ope
ing at 442 nm.

Figure 1 shows the absorption and luminescence spe
of PMMA/PMAA hybrid spheres coated with aqueous Cd
To isolate the effect of absorption alone, rather than sca
ing, the samples measured in Fig. 1 were diluted in the d
ethyl sulfoxide ~DMSO! ~refractive index n51.479) to
achieve refractive index matching (n51.48 for PMMA/
PMAA!. The onset absorption at 500 nm suggests a na
crystal size of slightly under 6 nm.19 The luminescence spec
trum displays band-edge emission at the wavelength clos
the onset of absorption~;480 nm!; plus an additional strong
broad peak accompanied by minimal absorption~560–740
nm! as depicted in the three-level diagram in the inset of F
1. The broad peak is attributed to the recombination
charge carriers in deep traps of surface localized states19,20

The PL spectra of the CdS nanocrystal are very similar
those prepared in other ways,19,20 including in glass.21

Photonic crystals were fabricated by casting the colloi
suspension onto a glass slide. An iridescent film with thi
ness of 0.5 mm was formed following evaporation of t
solvent. The atomic force microscope image~measured with
Digital Instrument scanning probe microscopy; tappi
mode! of Fig. 2, depicting the top surface of the colloid
photonic crystal, reveals a well-ordered triangular arran
ment corresponding to the~111! surface of a face-centered
cubic structure.5–7 We estimate the sphere diameter to
28964 nm.

We show in Fig. 3~a! the transmittance spectrum of th
doped photonic crystals for a number of incidence ang
with respect to the normal to the~111! surface. For 0° inci-
dence the spectrum shows a dip in the range 640–660
associated with the stop band arising from Bragg diffract
from ~111! planes. The stop band is removed in the sam
infiltrated with index-matching DMSO, providing evidenc
that the Bragg diffraction observed in transmission res
from the period dielectric structure consisting of spher
The spectral position of the center of the stop band shift
shorter wavelengths as the incident beam angle is increa

FIG. 1. Optical absorption from aqueous dispersions of CdS/PMMA/PM
hybrid spheres diluted in dimethyl sulfoxide~DMSO! with DMSO as a
reference, together with photoluminescence~PL! spectrum from colloidal
CdS/PMMA/PMAA spheres. The narrow peak is a band-edge emission f
the radiative decay from excited stateue& to ground stateug& while the broad
peak is a radiative decay of the carrier captured by nanocrystal surface
stateus& from the excited state, as shown in the inset.
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The data fit the Bragg law:lc51.632dAneff
(2)2sin2 u, where

neff is the effective refractive index~fitting gives 1.387! and
d is the sphere diameter.5,9

We show in Fig. 3~b! photoluminescence spectra of th
composite materials, also for a number of observat
angles. Relative to the index-matched PL spectrum~top
curve!, the uninfiltrated material exhibits spectral dips in
PL spectrum, for example, at 650 nm for PL collected at

m

ap

FIG. 2. Atomic force microscope~AFM! of a 333 mm2 region of the~111!
surface of the photonic crystal made from 289-nm-diam spheres.

FIG. 3. ~a! Optical transmission for different incidence angles with resp
to the surface normal of photonic crystal doped with CdS nanocrystal
gether with the transmission from solvent DMSO infiltrated photonic crys
~dash line, shifted down!. ~b! PL spectra from the CdS nanocrystal doped
photonic crystal as a function of observation angles with respect to the~111!
surface of the photonic crystal. The spectrum from the solvent DMSO in
trated sample is also shown. The vertical arrows indicate the waveleng
the center of the stop band for the angle at which PL is acquired.

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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We indicate in Fig. 3~b! with vertical arrows the wavelengt
of the center of the stop band for the angle at which PL
acquired. The luminescence dips are seen to occur at
center of the angular stop band in each case, due to
interaction of the photonic stop band and light emission.

While previous authors have reported9,11 the modifica-
tion of bulk polycrystalline CdS photoluminescence in ph
tonic crystals, we report herein incorporation into a se
organized photonic crystal a population ofCdS nanocrystals.
These preserve the effects of quantum confinement, suc
discrete electronic states and optical nonlinearities tuna
with the size of the nanocrystal. The nanocrystal-
photonic-crystal system provides an attractive model sys
for the validation of recent theoretical work on two-lev
atomic systems inside full and partial photonic band gap4

In summary, we have shown the combination of mic
sphere self-organization to form a photonic crystal, provid
electromagnetic structural resonances; with nanocry
growth in situ on microsphere surfaces, providing optic
functionalization with spectral control achieved through t
quantum size effect. Thein situ synthesis of the CdS nanoc
rystals on the surface of PMMA/PMAA microspheres is ke
preserving the propensity of the hybrid microspheres to fo
ordered colloid arrays. Photonic crystals are designed
fabricated to study the interaction of a photonic stop ba
with photoluminescence from deep surface states of C
nanocrystals at the dielectric–air interface. Luminesce
from surface states ensures that light is emitted at ener
significantly below the absorption edge of the emitting s
cies. A dip in the emission has been observed in the mate
system at the center of the angular stop band, due to
interaction of the photonic pseudogap and phololumin
cence.

One of the authors~Y.L.! thanks National Science an
Engineering Research of Canada~NSERC! for a postdoctoral
fellowship. The authors thank NSERC and Nortel Netwo
for support of the research.
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